Reviews information is dominant for users to make online purchasing decisions in e-commerces. However, the usefulness of reviews is varied. We argue that less-useful reviews hurt model's performance, and are also less meaningful for user's reference. While some existing models utilize reviews for improving the performance of recommender systems, few of them consider the usefulness of reviews for recommendation quality. In this paper, we introduce a novel attention mechanism to explore the usefulness of reviews, and propose a Neural Attentional Regression model with Review-level Explanations (NARRE) for recommendation. Speci cally, NARRE can not only predict precise ratings, but also learn the usefulness of each review simultaneously. Therefore, the highly-useful reviews are obtained which provide review-level explanations to help users make better and faster decisions. Extensive experiments on benchmark datasets of Amazon and Yelp on di erent domains show that the proposed NARRE model consistently outperforms the state-ofthe-art recommendation approaches, including PMF, NMF, SVD++, HFT, and DeepCoNN in terms of rating prediction, by the proposed attention model that takes review usefulness into consideration. Furthermore, the selected reviews are shown to be e ective when taking existing review-usefulness ratings in the system as ground truth. Besides, crowd-sourcing based evaluations reveal that in most cases, NARRE achieves equal or even better performances than system's usefulness rating method in selecting reviews. And it is exible to o er great help on the dominant cases in real ecommerce scenarios when the ratings on review-usefulness are not available in the system. 
: Examples of less-useful (A, B) and highly-useful (C) reviews selected from the lm "Iron Man" on Amazon. Review A just contains the rough preference of the consumer. Review B is talking about something else, but not about the lm. In contrast, review C provides detailed information, which is more helpful for user's potential consumption.
INTRODUCTION
With the growing number of choices available online, recommender systems are playing a more and more important role in alleviating information overload, and have been widely adopted by many websites and applications. Collaborative Filtering(CF) is a dominant state-of-art recommendation methodology, which focus on the proper modeling of user preferences and item features by historical records such as ratings, clicks, and consumptions [20, 21, 24, 29] . Although CF techniques have shown good performance, they encounter an important problem in practical applications: can not provide explicit explanations about why an item is recommended. In recent years, some researchers have found that explanations in recommendation systems could be very bene cial [11, 44] . By explaining how the system works, the system becomes more transparent and has the potential to increase users' con dence or trust in the system and help users make better (e ectiveness) and faster (e ciency) decisions [44] . Lack of explainability weakens the ability to persuade users and help users on consumptions in real life [40] .
In most e-commerce and review service websites like Amazon and Yelp, users are allowed to write free-text reviews along with a numerical star rating. The text reviews usually contain rich information about the item's features (e.g. quality, material, and color), and sometimes instructive suggestions, which are of great reference values for those who are going to make purchasing decisions.
However, it is di cult for users to get useful information from an immense number of available reviews, as the usefulness of them are varied. In this paper, the usefulness of a review is de ned as whether it can provide detailed information about the item and help users make their purchasing decisions easily. In Figure 1 , we show the examples of less-useful (A, B) reviews and highly-useful (C) review selected from the lm "Iron Man" on Amazon. As we can see, compared with review C, review A only contains the rough opinion of the consumer, but shows no characteristic of the lm, and review B has less relevance to the lm and is somehow biased. Review C is also marked as helpful by 8 users in the system, which is called "Rated_Useful" in this paper. Less-useful reviews not only introduce noises which undermine the performance of recommender systems, but also are less useful to users.
Existing models integrate user reviews to enhance the performance of latent factor modeling [3, 25-27, 39, 46] and generate explanations [11, 32, 44] . Although they have achieved good results, they still have some inherent limitations. First, they do not consider the contributions of each review to item modeling, as well as the usefulness to other users. Second, their explanations are simple extractions of words or phrases from the reviews, which may twist the meaning of the original sentences [34] . To the best of our knowledge, we are the rst to consider the usefulness of reviews for improving the performance and explainability of recommendation. We aim at developing a model that is capable of conducting rating prediction, and more importantly, it is able to pick out valuable reviews from the messy data simultaneously. Based on this work, the review-level explanations on whether and why an item is worth recommending can be provided.
To learn the usefulness of the reviews, we propose a Neural Attentional Regression model with Review-level Explanations (NARRE) in this paper, which utilizes the recent advance in neural network modelling -the attention mechanism to automatically assign weights to reviews in a distant supervised manner [1, 4] . Speci cally, we propose a weighting function which is a multi-layer neural network and takes the characteristics of both users and items, as well as the content of reviews as input. What's more, inspired by [46] , NARRE learns hidden latent features for users and items jointly using two parallel neural networks. One of the networks models user preferences using the reviews written by the user, and the other network models item features using the written reviews for the item. In the last layer, we draw on the Latent Factor Model [21] and extend it to a neural network for rating prediction. We evaluate NARRE extensively on four real-world datasets. Experimental results show that our model consistently outperforms the state-ofthe-art methods including PMF [29] , NMF [24] , SVD++ [20] , HFT [27] , and DeepCoNN [46] .
The main contributions of this work are summarized as follows.
(1) We propose a novel idea that di erent reviews have di erent contributions on item modelling and lead to di erent usefulness to other users on consumptions. (2) To the best of our knowledge, we are the rst to introduce neural attention mechanism to build the recommendation model and select highly-useful reviews simultaneously, which helps to improve the performance and explainability of the recommender system. (3) Experimental results on benchmark datasets show that our model achieves better rating prediction results than the state-ofthe-art models, including matrix factorization based approaches and deep learning based DeepCoNN. Furthermore, crowd-sourcing based analyses on review usefulness have been made, which show that our selected reviews are equally useful or even better than the original users' usefulness-rated ones in the system. And it is exible to o er great help on the dominant cases in real scenarios when the ratings on review-usefulness are not available in the system.
RELATED WORK
In recent years, matrix factorization (MF) has become the most popular collaborative ltering approach [35, 38] . The original MF model [21] was designed to model users' explicit feedback by mapping users and items to a latent factor space, so that user-item relationships (e.g., ratings) can be captured by their latent factors' dot product. Based on that, many research e orts have been made to enhance MF, such as integrating it with neighbor-based models [20] and extending it to factorization machines [33] for a generic modeling of features. Although they have shown good results, the recommendation performance of these methods will degrade signi cantly when the rating matrix is very sparse. Moreover, they can not provide explanations about why an item is worth recommending or not.
In the last few years, there is a large literature exploiting text review information for improving the rating prediction performance, such as HFT [27] , RMR [26] , EFM [44] ,TriRank [11] , RBLT [39] , and sCVR [32] . These work integrates topic models in their frameworks to generate the latent factors for users and items incorporating review texts. Speci cally, EFM, TriRank and sCVR have been explicitly claimed that they can provide explanations for recommendations. These models rst extract explicit product features (i.e. aspects) and user opinions by phrase-level sentiment analysis on user reviews, then generate feature-level explanations according to the speci c product features to the user's interests. Besides, some studies focues on the preprocessing of reviews. The work in [45] is dedicated to ltering out the spam in reviews, and [17] utilizes supervised machine learning techniques to learn the "helpfulness" of reviews.
However, there are some limitations in these work. First, manual preprocessing is usually required for sentiment analysis and feature extraction of reviews [17, 32, 44] . Second, for EFM, TriRank and sCVR, the explanations are simple extractions of words or phrases from the texts, which changes the integrity of reviews and may distort their original meanings [34] . In contrast, we aim at making recommendations and selecting useful reviews simultaneously via an end to end neural network, which alleviates human e ort tremendously and provides more informative explanations. Another limitation of the above studies is that their textual similarity is solely based on lexical similarity [46] . The semantic meaning has been ignored in these works since the vocabulary in English is very diverse, and two reviews can be semantically similar even with low lexical overlapping. As a result, the approaches which employ topic modeling techniques su er from a scalability problem.
Recently, deep neural networks have yielded an immense success in speech recognition, computer vision and natural language processing [9] . Some works also trying to combine di erent neural network structures with collaborative ltering to improve the recommendation performance. In [13] , He et al. presented a Neural Collaborative Filtering (NCF) framework to learn the nonlinear interactions between users and items. Later, Neural Factorization Machines(NFM) [12] was developed to enhance FM by modelling higher-order and non-linear feature interactions. For review utilizing methods, Collaborative Deep Learning (CDL) [41] employs a hierarchical Bayesian model which jointly performs deep representation learning for the content and collaborative ltering for the rating matrix. DeepCoNN [46] uses convolutional neural networks to process reviews, and jointly models users and items by two parallel parts coupled by FM [33] in the last layer for rating prediction. NRT [25] combines gated recurrent neural networks and collaborative ltering to simultaneously predict ratings and generate abstractive tips simulating user experience and feelings. However, most of the existing methods failed to pay attention to the usefulness of reviews, which is the major focus of our work.
Attention mechanism has been shown e ective in various machine learning tasks such as image/video captioning and machine translation [1, 4, 36, 42] . The key idea of soft attention is to learn to assign attentive weights (normalized by sum to 1) for a set of features: higher (lower) weights indicate that the corresponding features are informative (less informative) for the end task. In the eld of recommendation systems, He et al. introduce an attention mechanism in CF which consists of both component-level and itemlevel attention module for multimedia recommendation [4] . [42] improves FM by discriminating the importance of di erent feature interactions via a neural attention network. In this paper, we use attention mechanism to learn the usefulness and contribution of each review to better model users and items for predicting item ratings and generating explanations.
PRELIMINARIES 3.1 Latent Factor Model
Before introducing our model, we begin by brie y introducing the Latent Factor Model [21] . LFM is a category of algorithms mostly based on matrix factorization techniques. One of the most popular algorithms of LFM predicts the rating R u,i of item i by user u as follows [39] : 
CNN Text Processor
In recent years, many text processing methods based on deep learning technology have been proposed and have achieved better performance than traditional methods. Such as fastText [15] , TextCNN [18] , TextRNN, and paragraph vector [23] ,etc. In this paper, we process text using the same approach as the current state-of-the-art method, DeepCoNN [46] . The method which is referred to as CNN Text Processor in the rest of this paper, follows TextCNN that inputs a sequence of words and outputs a n-dimensional vector representation for the input. Figure 2 gives the architecture of the CNN Text Processor.
In the rst layer, a word embedding function f : M → R d maps each word in the review into a d dimensional vector, and then the given text will be transformed to a embedded matrix with xed length T (padded with zero wherever necessary to tackle length variations). The embedding can be any pre-trained embedding like those trained on the GoogleNews corpus using word2vec 1 [28] , or on Wikipedia using GloVe 2 [31] .
Following the embedding layer is the convolutional layer. It consists of m neurons, and each associated with a lter K ∈ R t ×d which produces features by applying convolution operator on word vectors. Let V 1:T be the embedded matrix corresponding to the T −length input text. Then, j th neuron produces its features as:
(2) where b j is the bias, * is the convolution operation and ReLU [30] is a nonlinear activation function.
Let
be the features produced by the j th neuron on the sliding windows t over the embedded text. Then, the nal feature corresponding to this neuron is computed using a maxpooling operation [7] . The idea behind max-pooling is to capture the most important feature-one with the highest value, which is de ned as:
The nal output of the convolutional layer is the concatenation of the output from its m neurons, denoted by:
(78 ( Our attention model uses both IDs(i u j , u jk ) and review content(O u j , O jk ) to automatically assign weights to reviews.
Generally, the output O is then passed to a fully connected layer consisting of a weight matrix W ∈ R m×n and a bias ∈ R n , which is:
NEURAL ATTENTIONAL REGRESSION WITH REVIEWS
In this section, we introduce our Neural Attentional Regression with Reviews-level Explanation (NARRE). First, we will present the general architecture of NAMRE and the review processing method based on CNN Text Processor. Then, we will show our attentionbased review pooling layer, which is the main concern in this paper. After that, we will introduce the prediction layer, which is a neural latent factor model designed for rating prediction. Lastly we will go through the optimization details of NARRE.
Overview of NARRE
The goal of our model is to predict a rating given a user and an item, as well as to select both useful and representative reviews.
To this end, we utilize the attention mechanism to automatically assign weights to reviews when modeling users and items. The architecture of the proposed model is shown in Figure 3 . The model consists of two parallel neural networks, one for user modeling (N et u ), and another for item modeling (N et i ). On the top of the two networks, a prediction layer is added to let the hidden latent factors of user and item interact with each other and calculate the nal result of the model. At the training stage, the training data consists of users, items, and text reviews, while only users and items are available at the test stage. In the following, since N et u and N et i only di er in their inputs, we focus on illustrating the process for N et i in details. The same process is applied for N et u with similar layers.
In the rst stage of N et i , CNN Text Processor is applied to process the textual reviews of item i. We rst discuss the limitation in the start-of-the-art model DeepCoNN [46] , and then present our review processing method.
In DeepCoNN, all the reviews of item i are concatenated to a single matrix of world vectors V i . In this case, item i's feature vector O i is obtained directly by the convolutional layer (cf Eq. (2,3,4) ). We argue that this method lead to loss of information. As the maxpooling operation is applied to the features generated from all the reviews of i, a strong feature in one review will override the rest of reviews [7] . But actually, it's not fair to judge an item from only one review in real life. In addition, max-pooling only keeps the maximum value, and even if a feature appears several times, it is only kept once. Hence the strength information of the feature is lost [16] .
To alleviate the above problems, we propose to process each review of item i respectively. speci cally, each review is rst transformed into a matrix of word vectors, which we denoted as V i1 , V i2 , ...V ik . Then, these matrixes are sent to the convolutional layer and the feature vectors of them can be obtained from the output. These feature vectors are noted as
As these vectors are in the same feature space (they are all generated from the same convolutional layer), a general idea is to aggregate these vectors to get the representation of item i:
However, Eq.(6) assumes that each review has the same contribution to item i, which is not robust in real life as the reviews are not equally useful and representative [45] . To settle this problem, we introduce attention mechanism into our model, which can help to learn the weight of each review in a distant supervised manner.
Attention-based Review Pooling
Attention mechanism has been widely used in many tasks, such as information retrieval [43] , recommendation [4, 42] , computer vision [5] , and machine translation [8] . The goal of the attentionbased review pooling in N et i is to select reviews that are representative to item i's features and then aggregate the representation of informative reviews to characterize item i. A two-layer network is applied to compute the attention score a il . The input contains the feature vector of the lth review of item i (O il ) and the user who wrote it (ID embedding, u il ). The ID embedding is added to model the quality of users, which helps identify users who always write less-useful reviews. Formally, the attention network is de ned as:
where
are model parameters, t denotes the hidden layer size of the attention network, and ReLU [30] is a nonlinear activation function. The nal weight of reviews are obtained by normalizing the above attention scores using the softmax function, which can be interpreted as the contribution of the lth review to the feature pro le of item i:
After we obtain the attention weight of each review, the feature vector of item i is calculated as the following weighted sum:
The output of the attention-based pooling layer is a k 1 dimensional vector, which compresses all reviews of item i in the embedding space by distinguishing their contributions. Then it is sent to a fully connected layer with weight matrix W 0 ∈ R n×k 1 and bias b 0 ∈ R n , which computes the nal representation of item i:
Prediction Layer
In this paper, we apply our NARRE model for the recommendation task of rating prediction. To this end, we draw on the traditional latent factor model and extend it by the following ways: rst, we extend user preferences and item features in LFM model to two components: one based on ratings while the other based on reviews. Then, inspired by [13] , we present a neural form LFM for predicting ratings. Speci cally, the latent factors of user and item are rst mapped to a shared hidden space. By introducing the latent representation learned from the reviews, the interaction between user u and item i is modelled as:
where q u and p i are user preferences and item features based on ratings as Eq. (1), X u and Y i are user preferences and item features obtained from the method introduced above, and denotes the element-wise product of vectors. Note that here the id embeddings are di erent from the id embeddings in Eq. (7). Because we think that user quality and preference are di erent kinds of objects with di erent characteristics. Modeling them in the same vector space would lead to limitations.
The output of Eq. (11) is a n dimensional vector, then it is passed to the prediction layer to get a real-valued rating R u,i :
where W 1 ∈ R n denotes edge weights of the prediction layer, b u , b i and µ denote user bias, item bias and global bias respectively. Clearly, by xing W 1 to 1 and leave out X u and Y i , we can exactly recover the latent factor model. It is also obvious that we can add more hidden layers of non-linear transformation between h 0 and prediction layer, we leave the exploration as a future work.
Learning
Since the task we focus in this paper is rating prediction, which actually is a regression problem. For regression, a commonly used objective function is the squared loss [12, 25, 42] :
where T denotes the set of instances for training, and R u,i is the ground truth rating assigned by the user u to the item i.
To optimize the objective function, we adopt the Adaptive Moment Estimation (Adam) [19] as the optimizer. Its main advantage is that the learning rate can be self adapted during the training phase, which eases the pain of choosing a proper learning rate and leads to faster convergence than the vanilla SGD. Over tting is a perpetual problem in optimizing a ML model. Many works have mentioned that deep learning models are even more likely to su er from over tting [9, 12, 18] . To alleviate this issue, we consider dropout [37] -a widely used method in deep learning models, in our work. The idea of dropout is randomly drop some neurons (along with their connections) during the training process [37] . When updating parameters, only part of them will be updated. Trough this process, it can prevent complex coadaptations of neurons on training data. Moreover, as dropout is disabled during testing and the whole network is used for prediction, dropout has another side e ect of performing model averaging with smaller neural networks, which may potentially improve the performance [42] .
Speci cally, in NARRE, we propose to adopt dropout on the attention based review pooling layer. After obtaining O i which is a k 1 -dimensional vector of latent factors, we randomly drop ρ percent of latent factors, where ρ is termed as the dropout ratio. Moreover, we also apply dropout after obtaining h 0 at the same way to prevent over tting.
EXPERIMENTS ON RATING PREDICTION 5.1 Experimental Settings
5.1.1 Datasets. In our experiments, we use four publicly accessible datasets from di erent domains to evaluate our model. Three datasets are from Amazon 5-core 3 [10] : Toys_and_Games, Kindle_Store, and Movies_and_TV. These datasets are selected to cover both di erent domains and di erent scales. Among them, Movies_and_TV is the largest dataset and it contains more than 1.6 million reviews, while Toys_and_Games is the smallest one and only contains about 160 thousand reviews.
Another dataset is from Yelp Challenge 2017 4 . It is a large-scale dataset consisting of restaurant ratings and reviews. Since the raw data is very large and sparse, we preprocessed it to ensure that all users and items have at least ve ratings. Even so, it's still the largest dataset in all of our datasets. It contains more than 3 million reviews from about 200 thousand users.
The ratings of these datasets are integers in the range of [1, 5] . Since the length and the number of reviews have a long tail effect, we only keep the length and the number of reviews covering p percent users and items respectively, while p is set to 0.9 for Toys_and_Games and Kindle_Store, 0.85 for Movies_and_TV and Yelp. The characteristics of our datasets are summarized in Table 1 .
Baselines.
To evaluate the performance of rating prediction, we compare NARRE with ve state-of-the-art models, namely 
PMF, NMF, SVD++, HFT, and DeepCoNN. The rst two methods only utilize ratings at the training stage, while the later two are representative review utilizing methods for rating prediction. The characteristics of the comparative approaches are listed in Table 2 .
• PMF [29] : Probabilistic Matrix Factorization. Gaussian distribution is introduced to model the latent factors for users and items.
• NMF [24] : Non-negative Matrix Factorization.It only uses the rating matrix as the input.
• SVD++ [20] : It extends Singular Value Decomposition with neighborhood models, in which a second set of item factors is added to model the item-item similarity.
• HFT [27] : This is the state-of-the-art method that combines reviews with ratings. An exponential transformation function is used to link the stochastic topic distribution in modeling the review text and the latent vector in modeling the ratings.
• DeepCoNN [46] : This is the state-of-the-art method that utilizes deep learning technology to jointly model user and item from textual reviews. The authors have shown that it can achieve signi cant improvements compared with other strong topic modeling based methods. In this paper, we implement this model and change the optimizer to Adam [19] as it can get a better performance than RMSprop [14] used in [46] .
Evaluation Metric.
To evaluate the performance of all algorithms, we calculate Root Mean Square Error (RMSE), which is widely used for rating prediction in recommender systems. A lower RMSE score indicates a better performance. Given a predicted rating R u,i and a ground-truth rating R u,i from the user u for the item i, the RMSE is calculated as:
where N indicates the number of ratings between users and items.
Experiments Details.
We randomly split the dataset into training (80%), validation (10%), and test (10%) sets. The validation set was used for tuning hyper-parameters and the nal performance comparison was conducted on the test set. The parameters for the baseline algorithms were initialized as in the corresponding papers, and were then carefully tuned to achieve optimal performance. For deep learning based methods DeepCoNN and NARRE, the learning rate was searched in [0.005, 0.01, 0.02, 0.05]. To prevent over tting, we turned the dropout ratio in [0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9]. The batch size was tested in [50, 100, 150] and the latent factor number was tested in [8, 16, 32, 64] . After the turning process, we set the number of latent factors k = 10 for NMF and SVD++. We set the number of topics K = 50 for HFT. For CNN Text Processors in DeepCoNN and NARRE, we reuse most of the hyper-parameter settings reported by the authors of DeepCoNN since varying them did not give any perceivable improvement, the number of neurons, m, in the convolutional layer is 100, the window size t is 3. Moreover, we used a pre-trained word embeddings which are trained on more than 100 billion words from Google News [28] . Without special mention, we show the results of latent factor number n=32 and dropout ratio ρ=0.5 for DeepCoNN and NARRE.
Comparative Analysis on Overall Performances
The rating prediction results of our model NARRRE and baseline models on all datasets are given in Table 3 . From the results, several observations can be made: First, methods considering reviews (HFT, DeepCoNN and NARRE) generally perform better than collaborative ltering models (e.g. PMF, NMF and SVD++) which only consider the rating matrix as the input. This is not surprising, as review information is complementary to ratings and it can be used to improve the representation quality of latent factors. Therefore, the better-quality modeling increases the learning accuracy of user preferences and item features, and thus leads to a better rating prediction result.
Second, the methods that utilize deep learning technology (DeepCoNN and NARRE) usually outperform traditional methods, including HFT which also considers reviews for user and item modeling. We think that the reasons are as follows. First, previous works [18, 46] have shown that neural networks like CNN can be used to get better performance than topic models like LDA [2] in analyzing text information. Second, deep learning can model users and items in a non-liner way [13] , which is the limitation of traditional CF-based models. What's more, some tricks in deep learning like dropout can be adopted to avoid over tting and potentially improve the performance.
Third, as shown in Table 3 , our method NARRE consistently outperforms all the baseline methods. Although review information is useful in recommendation, the performance can vary depending on how the review information is utilized. In our model, we propose a new attention based pooling for utilizing reviews while the representativeness of each review is considered. The representativeness allows each review to be modeled with a ner granularity, which can lead to a better performance according to the results.
Parameter Sensitivity Analysis
In this section, we show our exploration of parameters on the validation sets. Due to the space limitation, we only show the results of Toys_and_Games and Kindle_Store. The results of other datasets are similar to that of Kindle_Store. To better demonstrate the performance and improvement of our model, we extend DeepCoNN by changing its share layer from FM to our neural prediction layer (cf Eq. (11,12) ), and name it DeepCoNN++. The results of DeepCoNN++ are also shown in the following gures.
We rst explore the e ect of the number of predictive factors. For MF methods (PMF, NMF and SVD++), the number of predictive factors is equal to the number of latent factors. Due to the weak performance of PMF and NMF, they are omitted in Figure 4 to better highlight the performance di erence of other methods.
Generally, we can see that NARRE achieves the best performance on both datasets and all the predictive numbers. What's more, DeepCoNN++ outperforms DeepCoNN but still weaker than NARRE. This demonstrates the bene ts of both the attention based review pooling and our neural prediction layer. In addition, with the increase of the number of predictive factors, the performance of SVD++ decreases signi cantly (note that a higher RMSE value means a weaker performance), but for other methods it does not improve the performance or the opposite obviously.
We then study the e ect of dropout on deep learning based methods. Figure 5 shows the validation performances of NARRE, DeepCoNN and DeepCoNN++ w.r.t. di erent dropout ratios.
From the results, we nd that by setting the dropout ratio to a proper value, all methods can be signi cantly improved. This demonstrates the ability of dropout in preventing over tting and as such, better generalization can be achieved. The optimal dropout ratio for NARRE is 0.5 on both datasets. Speci cally, we nd that the results of Toys_and_Games are more sensitive to the dropout ratios than the results of Kindle_Store. The reason we think is that the rst dataset is very small, which makes the model more likely to over t without dropout.
E ect of Attention Based Review Pooling
We now focus on analyzing the e ect of attention based review pooling. Recall that to generate the attention weight of each review in Eq. (7), we incorporate di erent information sources. Speci cally, in N et i they are the review content and the id embedding of the user who wrote this review. In N et u they are the review content and the id embedding of the item this review writing for. Note that when we do not consider attention, a normalized constant weight will be assigned to each review (Eq. (6)). The results are shown in Figure 6 . From the gure, we can see that when the attention mechanism is applied, the performance of rating prediction is improved signicantly as compared with a constant weight method. It justi es our assumption that the usefulness of reviews are varied, and di erent reviews should have di erent representativeness for user preference and item feature. What' more, our attention-based review pooling can learn this representativeness well and lead to a better performance of the recommender algorithm.
Case Analysis
We provide some examples on the reviews and their nal attention weights in Table 4 to illustrate the results on review usefulness identi cation. In the table, Review 1a and 2a represent more useful reviews with higher attention weights, and Review 1b and 2b are Table 5 : Usefulness evaluation on Amazon datasets (taking rated usefulness of reviews as ground truth ). **: p<0.01 in statistical signi cance test, compared to the best baseline. less helpful ones with lower attention weights. As we can see, the reviews with high attention weight generally contain more details about the item. For instance, from Review 1a and 2a, we can easily get the characteristics of each item, which is highly instructive for us to make our purchasing decisions. In contrast, the low attention reviews of the two items only contain the authors' general opinions, but show none or less details of the item. In fact, this kind of reviews is not very convincing to other users on making decisions.
EXPLAINABILITY STUDY 6.1 Review-level Explanation
Reviews are used to express users' experience and feelings, which also provide other users with detailed information and suggestions to help them make informed decisions. Since our NARRE model can simultaneously learn the weight of each review. The high-weight reviews contain more representative information of items, which is not only useful for item modelling, but also useful for users' reference. Therefore, by providing users with the highly-useful reviews, the explainability of recommender system is improved. In fact, there are some e-commerce sites who have adopted this kind of explanation approach. However, in their settings, the reviews are selected by two simple methods. In the rst method (named Latest), the reviews of an item are ranked by their writing time and the latest reviews are on the top. In the second method (named Top_Rated_Useful), each review is ranked by the number of users who have rated the review as useful. We argue that both the two methods have their de ciencies. The rst method always puts the early reviews behind, which makes them hard to be found by users. The second method is not fair for new reviews since they haven't been rated. Moreover, the second method needs manual operation of users and the number of rated reviews usually very sparse in real life. Compared with them, NARRE can automatically select useful reviews when making recommendation, and doesn't su er from the the above de ciencies.
In recent years, there are many works utilizing reviews for generating feature/word-level recommendation explanations. However, as natural language is susceptible to its integrity, the information of the review is not equal to the simple combination of features. Besides, the feature-level is not con ict with the review-level, which can also learned by attention mechanism [4] . We leave the exploration of feature-level explanations as a future work.
Usefulness in Terms of User Rated
As there are some reviews who have been rated useful by previous users, we rst take these rated usefulness of reviews as ground truth to study the performance of NARRE in selecting useful reviews. Speci cally, for each dataset, we only keep the items who have at least 1 rated review. For each item, the reviews are selected by four methods respectively, which are Random (The reviews are Annotation Instructions 1: Background: You are going to buy an item, so you want to refer to the reviews written by previous consumers to know more about this item. Task1: You need to browse each of the reviews below and then determine whether it is useful for your purchasing. The review can be classified as follows:
• 1 star: Not useful at all.
• 2 stars: Somewhat useful.
• 3 stars: Fairly useful.
• 4 stars: Very useful. selected randomly), Latest (The most latest K reviews are selected), Length (The longest K reviews are selected) and NARRE (The K reviews with highest attention weight are selected). To evaluate the performance, we calculated the Precision@K and Recall@K as follows:
where rel j = 1/0 indicates whether the review at rank j in the Top-K list have been rated useful. To evaluate di erent length of review list, we set K=1 and 10. The results are shown in Table 5 .
From the Table, we can see that when taking the rated usefulness of reviews as ground truth, the results of NARRE are signi cantly better than the other three methods. It shows that the attention weights are consistent with the users' perceptions of reviews. By applying attention mechanism, the usefulness of reviews can be learned well by the model.
Crowd-sourcing based Usefulness Evaluation
6.3.1 Review-level Usefulness Analysis. To study the e ectiveness of our model's explanations in real life, we make crowdsourcing evaluation via CrowdFlower 5 platform to generate usefulness annotations for reviews. Speci cally, for review-level annotations (U a ), we rst randomly select 100 items for evaluation; for each item, we select top 10 reviews by each method, and generate the annotation pool by two methods, namely Top_Rated_Useful and NARRE. To make the experiment fair, for those items who have less than 10 Top_Rated_Useful reviews, we only use the same number of reviews by NARRE. Figure 8: The distributions of the usefulness annotations (U a ) for the selected reviews. For usefulness, U a = 1: not useful at all; 2: somewhat useful; 3: fairly useful; 4: very useful. Figure 7 shows the task description and the instruction to assessors. To make sure the data annotations are reliable, we ensured that each task was judged by at least 3 di erent assessors. As the annotations of U a are ordinal, we applied Cohen's Weighted κ [6] to assess the inter-assessor agreements. We chose to use the di erence on the ordinal scale as the values in W . The statistics of annotation data are shown in Table 6 . According to Landis et al. [22] 6 , moderate inter-assessor agreements between assessors are reached for U a , which indicates the annotation data are of reasonable quality. The nal "usefulness" of the reviews are calculated by averaging the three annotations and rounding them into integers.
Based on the data collected, we rst investigated the usefulness distributions of the reviews selected by NARRE and Top_Rated_Useful respectively. In the following, we use the annotations (U a ) as the ground truth labels for usefulness. The distributions are shown in Figure 8 . From the gure, we can see that the distributions of the two methods are similar, and almost 50% reviews are annotated as very useful (U a =4). This is not surprising because all these reviews ranked in high positions by NARRE and Top_Rated_Useful respectively. Meanwhile, we notice that NARRE can select more "very useful" reviews compared to the latter (51.68% compared to 48.46%).
We then calculated the Precision@K and Recall@K of the "very useful" reviews (U a =4) selected by the two methods. Besides, to further evaluate the ranking performance of each method, we also calculated the N DCG@K as follows:
while rel j = [1] [2] [3] [4] indicates the usefulness score of the review at rank j. The results are shown in Table 7 . We can see that NARRE consistently and signi cantly better than the Top_Rated_Useful method in di erent evaluation metrics. Especially, great improvements are observed on the top one review performance. It indicates the e ectiveness of our model in selecting high-quality and useful reviews.
Annotation Instructions 2:
Task2: You will see two groups of reviews, and each group contains 5 reviews. You need to browse each group and annotate pairwise usefulness between Group A and Group B.
• A is more useful than B.
• B is more useful than A.
• A and B are almost the same, both useful.
• A and B are almost the same, both useless. 
Pairwise Usefulness Analysis.
It is intuitive to conduct pairwise evaluation on whether our selected useful reviews are as helpful as the rated useful ones in the e-commerce system. Hence crowd-sourcing based pairwise experiments have been made (U b ). We randomly selected 100 items with two groups of reviews for comparison, namely reviews generated by NARRE and Top_Rated_Useful respectively. Since the average number of useful reviews for each item by the system user ratings in the dataset is 3.71, and 21.50% items with usefulness ratings have more than 5 useful reviews, to make a fair comparison, each group only contain top 5 reviews for each item. (The items with no less than 5 rated useful reviews have been used.) The order of the two review groups are randomly shown in the experiments. The instructions are shown in Figure 9 . Each pair of reviews is judged by 3 assessors. The Kappa score for consistency is 0.2981, showing fair agreements for U b .
Pairwise evaluation results are shown in Figure 10 . For 31% of items, our selected reviews are thought of more useful than the top usefulness-rated ones. While only for 26% of items, NARRE is thought weaker. In addition, for 36% of items, the annotators nd that both groups of reviews are useful and it is hard to judge which is better. Therefore we can conclude that in most cases, NARRE achieves equal or even better performance than system's usefulness rating method in selecting useful reviews. Note that in this experiment, we only select the items who have at least 5 usefulness-rated reviews. according our observation, only 37.51% items have user ratings on review usefulness in the dataset. Since this Amazon dataset has been ltered before its release to public, the ratio of usefulness-rated reviews is even sparser in real applications. For these majority part of items that lack of review usefulness rating information, our proposed NARRE approach will be great helpful on selecting useful reviews to the users for their purchasing decision making in real e-commerce scenarios.
CONCLUSION
Post-purchase reviews play a very import role for user's purchasing behavior. However, it is hard for users to nd useful information from an immense amount of reviews. In this paper, we propose a neural attentional model named NARRE which simultaneously predicts precise user ratings to the item and select useful reviews automatically to provide review-level explanations. Extensive experiments have been made on 4 real-life datasets from Amazon and Yelp. In terms of recommendation performance, the proposed NARRE consistently outperforms the state-of-the-art recommendation models based on matrix factorization and deep learning in rating prediction. In terms of review usefulness identi cation, the highly-useful reviews selected by NARRE are consistent with, if not better than, users' usefulness rating in e-commerce system. Furthermore, it contributes a lot to the system when there is no review-usefulness-labeling available, which is common in real ecommerces. Therefore, our proposed model NARRE will help build a more e cient and explainable recommender system. This review-level usefulness identi cation can also help other researches on feature/word-level explainable recommendation, e.g. models in [11, 32, 44] , as the pre-selection of reviews, which will be studied in the future. Feature-level attention model is also the potential future work. Moreover, we are interested in exploring whether our method can used to model user quality and help identify users who always write less-useful reviews.
